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Moodle 1.9 English Teacher's CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Connecting the ideas of students is one of the most difficult tasks to carry out in the teaching process. Performing these types of tasks through Moodle will help you overcome complex situations while you teach. If you are looking for a guide that will show you how to improve your skills in using Moodle, as well as enhance your way of...
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Dynamic Prototyping with SketchFlow in Expression Blend: Sketch Your Ideas...And Bring Them to Life!Que, 2010

	This book is for designers, user experience pros, creative directors, developers, or anyone who wants to create rich, interactive, and compelling products. If you want to communicate innovative ideas, research, experiment, and prototype in the language of the interface, Dynamic Prototyping with SketchFlow in Expression...
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Becoming a Tiger: How Baby Animals Learn to Live in the WildHarper Perennial, 2004

	It's a jungle out there. And survival is never a given. Somehow, a blind, defenseless tiger kitten must evolve into a deadly, efficient predator; a chimp must learn to distinguish edible plants from lethal poisons; a baby buffalo must be able to pick its mother out of a herd of hundreds. Contrary to common belief, not everything is...
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43: Heart Rate Slowing by If Current Inhibition (Advances in Cardiology, Vol. 43)Karger, 2006

	This book unfolds the history of the discovery of the transmembrane channel which is responsible for the ‘funny’ or If current, the primary modulator of heart rate. Inhibition of this current leads to slowing of the heart rate, which is an important component of the successful management of angina pectoris....
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How to Work for an Idiot, Revised and Expanded with More Idiots, More Insanity, and More IncompetencyCareer Press, 2011

	"Anyone who has to work should read How to Work for an Idiot."

	--USA Today

	

	"There is no question that How to Work for an Idiot is a subversive book. People will pick it up expecting a tasty blend of commiseration and advice. They will put it down thinking, to paraphrase the famous...
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The Art of Flash Animation: Creative CartooningWordware Publishing, 2007
There are a number of manuals available on Flash, but too many of them get bogged down in details about ActionScript or interactivity. Frustrated with wading through such information in other Flash manuals, author/illustrator Mark Stephen Smith set out to make the book he wished he had when he started learning Flash. This book is both a practical...
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Eloquent Ruby (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Do you know why experienced Ruby programmers tend to reach for basic collections
	and hashes while programmers from other languages go for more specialized classes?
	Do you know the difference between strip, chop, and chomp, and why there are three
	such similar methods when apparently one might suffice? (Not to mention lstrip and...
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The Hot Shoe Diaries: Big Light from Small FlashesNew Riders Publishing, 2009

	When it comes to photography, it’s all about the light.

	

	After spending more than thirty years behind the lens—working for National Geographic, Time, Life, and Sports Illustrated—Joe McNally knows about light. He knows how to talk about it, shape it, color it, control it,...
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Y-Size Your Business: How Gen Y Employees Can Save You Money and Grow Your BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	In today's economy, maximizing the performance of every employee is critical to business survival and growth. Gen Y—sometimes called Millennials—provides an enticing opportunity for employers to increase their short-term profitability and create a long-term competitive advantage. Almost 80 million strong, Gen Y is the fastest...
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How to Talk About Books You Haven't ReadBloomsbury Reference, 2007
"It may well be that too many books are published, but by good fortune, not all must be read.... A survivor's guide to life in the chattering classes...evidently much in need." --New York Times

Praise for How to Talk About Books You Havent Read:
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